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About Us

CREATIVE INTERIORS is a total flooring & Furnishing with 
elevation/Exterior solution provider with a complete collection that meets the modern day 
requirement for beautiful, durable and functional items/products for residential as well as 
commercial settings. 

We are carefully designed range of high quality solutions, the entire range 
of creative interiors is a blend of rich and authentic colors, decors, textures and surfaces. 
Within a short span of time the firm saw unprecedented growth and is today a well known and 
much sought after firm for interior and architectural solutions with material. has a vast body of 
work, residential as well as commercial, and a long list of satisfied clients to its credit the sharp 
growth graph and popularity of the firm is attributable to a fine balance between aesthetics and 
functionality of its designs and a relentless focus on promised timelines and quality at every 
stage of the project – right from conceptualization to final execution. 

Creative is committed to using the environment responsibly while 
offering innovative design solutions and world class material make with international 
standards to its esteemed clients.
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• Interior design (Turn key Contractor)



Contracting
Contracting services –

Creative is a turnkey design practice which means that our specialized contracting 
services are very much core to our work and our own unique identity. Unlike most other design firms, we 
are personally responsible for almost every aspect of your project, from design to complete execution. This 
holistic approach ensures that each project is meticulously detailed and delivered to your complete 
satisfaction.

1. False Ceiling Pop, Cement boart, Everest plank, Any type of wooden ceiling, 

PVC panel.

2. Painting & Polishing All type of textures, Duco, PU.

3. Flooring Laminated Wood Flooring, Engineered wood floor, Solid wood, 

3D Epoxy flooring, LVT flooring, Hospital flooring, Sport 

flooring, Deck floor, Glass mosaic tile(ceramic/glass) etc.

4. Electrical /Plumbing Fitting  As per work   modular fitting .

5. Carpentry As per work and choice of material.

6. Wall Designing Wallpapers , Wave board , Cusion panel, Charcol panel, Corian

encraving, PVC marvel sheets.

7. Counter Top Acrylic solid surface(Corian), Quartz-Engineered marbel

stone.

8. Elevation/Exterior HPL, ACP, IPE, Cumarau, Masrunduba Solid wood,

Facade Work Thermopoine.                                                             

9. Doors & Window Solution Solid pine wood doors & uPVC door  and Window solutions.

10. Blinds All types of roller & zebra, Roman, Shangri la ,Wooden/Bamboo blinds,  

Customized fabric blinds/curtains.
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Furnishing and Styling
 CREATIVE INTERIORS initially entered in the market of interior with product line ranges 

across Laminate flooring, hard wood flooring, engineered wood floor, Solid wood flooring , 
Glass mosaic tiles ,False flooring ,Antistatic flooring, Server flooring, Modular Carpet tiles , 
uPVC door & window solutions, wallpapers in roll format and customized also available , 
customized roller blinds , IPE Cladding, Thermo Pine Cladding,HPL(High pressure laminate), 
wpc decking, mdf and wpc CNC work and other allied activities. with such diverse options, our 
floors can complement any room setting, liven up any space and provide the instant 
transformation your room deserves, and ultimately always prove to be the right floor. 

This diversity has enabled CREATIVE INTERIORS to become the choice of numerous 
architects and developers so as to increase the value of the end product and thus provide high 
quality lifestyle.

The small details make a big difference, and we will work collaboratively to style your project 
and make it look its very best
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Products
 Wooden Flooring

 Deck Wood / Cladding

 uPVC window

 Blinds

 Acp

 Led lights

 Modular Switches

 Furniture highlighter

 Mica/veneer
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 Hpl

 Vinyl flooring

 Wpc

 Wallpaper

 Artificial turf

 Carpet tile

 Wooden lovers

 Gym Flooring

 Wpc Cladding/decking



Wooden Flooring
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Deck Wood / Cladding
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UPVC WINDOW
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BLINDS
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ACP
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HPL
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VINYL FLOORING
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WPC
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WALLPAPER
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ARTIFICIAL TURF
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CARPET Tile
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Our Clients
1. Hotel Raddison Khajuraho

2. Hotel Shanvi Landmark Panna

3. Hotel Spark Satna 

4. Hotel Madhusudan Sidhi 

5. Residence of Mr. Ashok Dwivedi Ji Peptech city

6. Altaf Ahmad Ji Satna

7. Pawan Pandey Ji Maihar

8. Residence of Mr. Mp Singh Ji Gm Neco Raipur

9. Suresh Saraf Baloda Bazar

10. Residence of Mr. Soumik Biswas Greater Noida up

11. Residence of Mr. Satish Garg 
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Our Work
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Our Work
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Our Work
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Our Brands
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Address: Shop No.1, GD Tower, Khermai Rd 

Satna, Madhya Pradesh 485001

Phone:07672-356032

Mobile:+91 9977193974, 9425841663

Email:creativeinteriorssatna@gmail.com

Website:www.creativeinteriorssatna.com


